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Executive Summary 

This report presents the findings of user research undertaken to 1: establish user 

attitudes towards voice technologies and 2: gain insight into the values, concerns and 

desires people have for a next generation voice assistant; in order to inform current and 

future work in this area. 

330 users participated in an online survey, advertised in a BBC R&D blog post1 discussing 

the role of emotion in future voice assistants. People of all age groups took part although 

distribution was uneven, with higher numbers of people aged between 25 and 54 and a 

slightly unequal gender split of 46% female and 54% male. The sample population 

contained representation from all UK nations and regions, with predominance in both 

North West England and London, likely due to a large number of BBC staff taking part.  

Analysis of the data revealed the following key findings among this group of users: 

• In the last year, the use of smart speakers to access podcasts and audio books 

has more than tripled; accessing news updates has risen slightly; while the use 

of other functions remains largely unchanged (pages 29 - 30).

• There are very low levels of trust in voice technologies due to data privacy and 

security concerns (pages 17 – 19).

1 https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-01-voice-interface-emotion 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-01-voice-interface-emotion
https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-01-voice-interface-emotion
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• Users are frustrated that the required commands for voice interaction are not 

intuitive or consistent between products/apps, even for experienced users

(pages 9 - 13).

• Error handling processes are the main source of user frustration (page 13).

• While many users subconsciously anthropomorphise voice assistants (e.g. 

referring to Alexa as ‘she’), a subset view them as a future form of Companion 

Technology (pages 16, 17, 19).

• On the future of voice tech: people feel positive about a voice assistant that 

could detect and adapt to their mood but would have concerns about an 

autonomous voice assistant that was able to express mood and emotion 

independently (pages 20 – 24).

Our findings show that significant work is needed to improve the user experience of voice 

products given the high levels of user frustration and low levels of trust associated with 

their use.  

There has been substantial uptake of smart speakers since their launch as an affordable 

consumer device and with media consumption on these devices rising, there are 

opportunities and appetite for their evolution as a companion technology that responds 

to user need, situation and emotion. 

In light of the aforementioned weaknesses and the opportunities to innovate in this 

space, as an outcome of this user research, we make the following recommendations: 
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Recommendations for existing voice products: 

• Error handling: reduce duration/verbosity of voiced error messages and include

variants.

• User Input: accept commands that are more like natural language; link to

preceding commands; take account of former user interaction i.e. each device

should learn the language patterns of its regular users.

Recommendations for future work: 

• Explore the possibility of designing companionship features into voice products

and to assess potential benefits for users i.e. to reduce loneliness in people who

are elderly and/or isolated.

(In the interim, we should be mindful of these user groups when designing

conversational elements.)

• Explore the development of accurate emotion recognition and mood-adaptive

voice products.

• Investigate the potential to create a bespoke voice assistant and platform to

enable delivery of the above - with privacy, trust and data security at its core as

a key differentiator from existing voice platforms.
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Introduction 

At BBC Research and Development, we are interested in voice technologies as we’re 

seeing an increase in audience engagement with BBC content on smart speakers through: 

• Live BBC Radio

• On-demand Shows and Podcasts from BBC Sounds

• Alexa Flash Briefings: BBC News, BBC Sport, BBC Business News, BBC World

Service, BBC Minute

• Specialised Apps/Skills: BBC Kids (CBeebies Alexa Skill)

• Interactive Voice Dramas: The Unfortunates and The Inspection Chamber

In order for us to ensure that our audiences have great experiences with BBC content on 

their smart speakers and to allow us to create new forms of voice-interactive content that 

will deliver our key aims: to inform, educate and entertain, it is important that we 

understand current user experience in order to design and innovate for the future needs 

of our audiences in this domain. 

At the start of 2018, 7 million UK households were using smart speakers2 and this year, 

that figure is predicted to rise to 12.6 million3. With so many of us now living with voice-

controlled devices in our kitchens and living rooms, in our pockets and in our cars, we 

believe it’s important that they generate positive user experiences so that we can live 

well with them and they can enrich our lives. 

2 https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-
months 
3 https://www.emarketer.com/content/amazon-echo-dominates-smart-speaker-market-in-the-uk 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/stations
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01MRZQHIY
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B079H5P21Q
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B079H5V1Z1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01N7KJSLM
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01N7KJSLM
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01MRZQJAE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/grownups/bbc-kids-voice
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B07KRLGKGH/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/BBC-R-D-Inspection-Chamber/dp/B0774XFXLZ
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-months
https://www.emarketer.com/content/amazon-echo-dominates-smart-speaker-market-in-the-uk
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-months
https://www.emarketer.com/content/amazon-echo-dominates-smart-speaker-market-in-the-uk
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We carried out a user survey to help us understand how people in the UK feel about using 

smart speakers and other voice-controlled devices.  

 

We wanted to gain insights into user attitudes and discover the range of emotions people 

experience during their interactions with ‘voice assistants’ (e.g. Google Assistant, Alexa 

and Siri). We also asked people to do a bit of future-gazing and share their opinions on 

the idea of a voice assistant that behaves more like a human than a machine.  

 

In this report we share the results of that user survey for anyone interested in the user 

experience of current voice platforms; for those working in conversation design; and for 

anyone thinking about the future of voice technologies. 
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How Do We Feel About Alexa? 

As voice synthesis technologies continue to improve, machines are capable of generating 

speech with increasingly accurate representations of features present in the human voice, 

such as intonation; natural pauses between words; and variations in dynamics. With 

today’s voice assistants sounding more human-like than ever, we wondered whether 

people instinctively regard their voice assistants as human, machine or something else 

entirely? 

Do you think of these voice assistants as human, machine or something else? 
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1% of respondents view their voice assistants as human, a slightly larger portion of the 

sample population (6%) think of them as human and machine combined and 12% as 

something else entirely. Interestingly, a significant number of participants who said they 

view Alexa as exclusively machine, went on to make repeated use of the references “she” 

and “her” when talking about how their voice assistant can affect their emotions, this was 

less evident for other voice assistants.  

Perhaps effective voice synthesis contributes towards some people having this tendency 

to subconsciously anthropomorphise their voice assistants, enabling them to attribute 

human characteristics to something they instinctively regard as a machine or thing. 

How do we feel when a voice assistant fails to understand us? 

Voice technologies should just work, right? For many people, when a carefully crafted 

command, issued calmly and clearly, results in “I don’t know that one” or it sets an 

unintended process in motion, we can feel overwhelmingly frustrated, especially if the 

same command has achieved the desired result on other occasions. For those of us who 
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experience frustration, this can turn to anger, yelling and raised stress levels in the 

otherwise usually calm environment of home. 

When a voice assistant fails to understand me, I feel: 
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9% of respondents feel: 

For some, the process of iteratively rephrasing a command until it achieves the desired 

result can be amusing and can feel like a challenge or game. Others can experience 

negative feelings, particularly when they see their children become frustrated over 

being misunderstood.  

It appears that the main source of frustration for users isn’t the failure itself but is more 

about the current error handling processes i.e. users feel error messages can at times be 

unhelpful; lack variation, and be too verbose for fluid interaction.  
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Why does my voice assistant fail to understand me? 

When it comes to how well voice assistants understand us, there are a number of 

perceived barriers at work that inhibit smooth interaction between users and devices and 

result in failures. The two most commonly perceived barriers attribute failures to flaws in 

the technology (55% say the technology isn’t good enough yet) and also to user 

incompetence (58% say it’s due to us not knowing which voice commands to use).  Over a 

third of us attribute our accents (38%) and other noise in the room (36%) as factors that 

contribute to a voice assistant failing to understand commands.       
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It’s interesting that over half of us feel we aren’t well enough versed in the correct 

commands to use to achieve a task when only 7% of us feel this is due to the inexperience 

of being a new user.  

This suggests that even after lots of use (and with lots of use we can assume there has 

been enough successes achieved to drive continued usage), we don’t feel fluent enough 

in the syntax required to achieve new tasks – we can assume that this relates to the use of 

features and tasks that users are perhaps less familiar with and as such, how are we able 

to get to a point where we can get the most out of our devices?   

A number of users suggested other perceived barriers at play that inhibit successful voice 

interaction, these include being softly spoken; speaking too fast; the requirement to use 

correctly structured commands rather than natural language; and voice commands not 

being consistent across devices.  

Other respondents made some useful observations about how the design of the skills 

themselves can serve to induce failures through:  

- Not behaving as a user would expect, based on their experience of carrying out

basic operations on familiar services via other user interaction modes.

- Not remembering previous selections / information.

- Not being able to handle linked commands.
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How well do voice assistants understand us? 

Although three quarters of us feel our voice assistants are pretty good at understanding 

our commands and 67% of us are able to mostly achieve what we intend, surprisingly a 

massive quarter of us feel we are either not very well or not at all understood and a small 

number (5%) are only rarely able to achieve what they set out to do, using their voice.  

How well do you feel you are understood? Do your voice commands generally 
achieve what you intend? 

Clearly some of the barriers identified in the previous section are effectively brick walls 

for a subset of users and as such, must be addressed if voice products and services are to 

get to a point where they are inclusive for all, widely accepted and valued as useful tools 

in our daily lives. 

How do we feel when a voice assistant gets it right? 

In comparison to the high level of frustration felt (68% of users, page 10) with voice 

assistant failure, there is a distinct level of apathy present when things work as intended 
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with almost half of us feeling indifferent when a voice assistant gets it right. Some 

respondents commented that they feel indifferent when it’s a simple command that 

they’ve used successfully a number of times, but they often can feel surprised if they 

achieve success with a more complex command, but afterwards the novelty wears off and 

their expectations rise. The other emotions felt are entirely positive, some interesting 

quotes are included below to help demonstrate the nature of the interactions that give 

rise to these feelings. 

When a voice assistant understands me, I feel: 
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Some users report experiencing a sense of companionship when they are understood and 

able to achieve a task, and as a result they feel the need to speak respectfully to their 

voice assistants. 

16% of respondents feel: 
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The Emotional Affects of Smart Speakers 

Beyond discovering the 

feelings people have about 

their voice assistants’ 

capacity for successful 

speech recognition, we 

wanted to capture the 

complete range of emotions 

that our sample population 

have experienced when 

interacting with their smart 

speakers. Survey participants 

were asked to indicate which 

of the listed emotions4 they 

had experienced and as can 

be seen in this graph, apart 

from frustration coming out 

on top, most of the other 

emotions most commonly 

felt by users are positive – we 

can be curious, surprised by 

them and they can stimulate 

interest. We can feel 

anticipation, excitement and 

4 Emotion list was informed by Plutchik’s Circumplex of Emotions and extended appropriately to suit the 
context of smart speaker use. 
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joy. Looking at the most commonly experienced negative emotions, according to our 

sample population, we can feel hesitant and embarrassed and usability issues can cause 

high levels of frustration which can sometimes escalate to feelings of despair. The level of 

trust is low at 3% which is interesting, given that it would be desirable that we were able 

to trust an internet-connected consumer device that is designed to be always-on in our 

homes, however looking at the reasons behind this, users said they were uncomfortable 

with the fact their smart speaker is always listening, giving rise to privacy and data 

security concerns. 

There was space available for respondents to add any positive or negative emotions they 

recall experiencing that weren’t included on the list, these are shown in the following 

word clouds, where text size distribution corresponds to the quantity of references made 

to that particular emotion.  
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SMART SPEAKER UX & USER EMOTION 

There are some interesting points to consider for future designs, for example smart 

speakers aren’t specifically designed as companion technologies however a subset of 

our sample population values them in this way. This suggests that more development in 

this domain may be beneficial, for example in designing voice services for the elderly 

that specifically aim to help reduce feelings of isolation and loneliness at home.  

With regard to the considerable range of negative emotions revealed in the survey data, 

some are somewhat unexpected, such as awkwardness, self-consciousness and feeling 

offended.  

Following on from the low level of trust reported previously, it is not surprising that 

distrust features prominently - as awareness about the commodification of 

personal information increases, people are becoming more interested and 

concerned about how their personal data is being stored and used by companies.  
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Future Gazing 
How about a voice assistant that adapts to your mood?

Imagine a voice assistant that was able to detect how you were feeling and change its 

behavior, tone of voice and functionality to better suit your mood, in the way humans do.

What if your voice assistant could give you fast, to-the-point answers when you’re in a 

rush; be cheerful and playful when you’re feeling upbeat; and be soothing, restrained and 

low-key when you’re tired or blue? 

We asked our sample population how they feel about this idea: 
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Several respondents suggested that this type of voice assistant may help reduce the 

frustration they experience using smart speakers and might encourage personal 

reflexivity and improved mood.  

There were suggestions that it could be helpful in reducing anxiety and feelings of 

loneliness. Others said they would worry some people might begin to rely on this type of 

interaction, get overly attached to their devices and seek less human interaction, posing 

the risk of isolation or social interaction issues.  

While most respondents are in favor of this type of voice assistant, many people 

stipulated that emotion detection would have to be accurate 100% of the time, and some 

would worry about inaccurate emotion detection affecting our mental health.  

Others commented on a likelihood of positive emotions sounding fake and thus being 

irritating, however there was a lot of enthusiasm for a voice assistant being sensitive to 

people feeling sad and responding in a gentler manner. Only a very small number of 

respondents felt strongly that machines maintain no human-like qualities and voiced a 

desire to preserve a hard distinction between human and machine. 
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How about an emotional voice assistant?

Imagine a voice assistant that had emotions of their own and could express them in the 

way humans do. 

What if your voice assistant could get embarrassed when they don’t know something; 

become exhausted after a long day; be saddened by bad news; excited (or not) about 

the arrival of visitors; or could express their comfort with the temperature, the noise in 

the room or your tone of voice? 

We asked our sample population how they feel about this idea: 

The data shows that people have mixed feelings about the concept of an emotional voice 

assistant with almost 30% considering this to be a bad idea. There are similar numbers  
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that are intrigued and would be interested to try it out, however only 9% would consider 

this as a desirable step forward for voice assistants. 

Many respondents raised concerns over a voice assistant having the ability to express 

negative emotions, such as anger, considering this to be an unnecessary feature.   

Others were concerned that there could be serious issues in circumstances where the 

mood of the voice assistant was wildly different to that of the user, in times where such a 

disparity would be inappropriate e.g., a voice assistant being chirpy when a person is 

experiencing upset or grief.  

Many respondents would like voice assistants to read news stories in an appropriate tone 

and some think that this could help humanise the voice assistant, make them easier to 

talk to and cause users to care more about how they treat them.  

There is appetite for voice assistants that react to the way they are treated - many people 

are concerned about what it teaches young children about communication and social  
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interaction when Alexa, portrayed as a female adult, is subservient to commands fired 

rudely and without a please or thank you. 

Others suggested it could be a good way for a machine to indicate uncertainty, helping us 

to know how much confidence to have in them and to establish trust.  

Some people consider a human-like ability to detect and respond to user emotion as an 

important evolution for future applications such as health care, social care and education. 
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The Current State of Play 
Which of today’s voice assistants do we prefer? 

While contemplating the future of voice technologies, our survey respondents expressed 

strong views about they want and need from a voice assistant so how does the current 

range measure up?  

We wanted to establish which voice assistants are most widely used; whether people have 

used more than one and if so, which they prefer and why? 

Which voice assistants have you used? 
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Amazon’s voice assistant is the most widely used with 81% of respondents (who have 

used a VA) having had some experience with Alexa. This is closely followed by Apple’s 

Siri, the voice assistant included on every Apple device. Over half of the survey 

respondents have also used Google Assistant, the voice assistant on board Googles range 

of smart speakers as well as the Nest Cam and Lenovo Smart Clock.  

 

So amongst the three big players, which do people like best?  

 

126 respondents have experience using   73% of those using Alexa and Google 
both Google Assistant and Alexa.    Assistant also use Siri. How does  
Which do they prefer?     Apple’s voice assistant measure up? 
 

 

The data shows that for those respondents that have experience using Alexa and Google 

Assistant; as well as for those who have experience with Siri in addition, Google Assistant 

comes out on top but only marginally. Our respondents indicated that the aspect that 

they tend to value most is a capability for natural, intuitive interactions, where the voice 

assistant is able to understand natural speech and reply with similar natural, human-like 

speech. Some respondents base their preference on VA personality; the wake word used 

to invoke their VA to start listening; as well as the overall branding. 
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Why do you prefer Google Assistant? 

 

 

Why do you prefer Alexa? 

 

 

  Why do you prefer Siri? 
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Smart Speaker Usage 
 

53% of the sample population use smart speakers either daily or almost daily 

13% have never used a smart speaker directly and while a significant proportion of non-

users (38%) have access to a device either at home, at work or through friends/family, 

they have opted not to use them. The qualitative data collected shows that reasons for 

this include shyness over voicing commands in public; a lack of interest in the technology 

and concerns over privacy. 

 

 

 

 

Have you used your voice to control a smart speaker or other voice-controlled device? 
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For those using smart speakers regularly, what are we using them for? 

The graph on the following page shows usage statistics from our sample population 

mapped against a YouGov poll carried out in Q1 of 20185.  

This data comparison shows that the statistics for playing music via streaming services; 

asking questions; setting clock functions; and smart home control remains unchanged.  

However, one year on the number of us using smart speakers to listen to podcasts and 

audiobooks has more than tripled - from 7% in Q1, 2018 rising to 27% in Q1, 2019. 

The rise may be due to the increase in availability of podcast content on voice devices 

through services including BBC Sounds, and TuneIn, as well as increased awareness 

following the high-profile launch of BBC Sounds in October last year.  

As podcast discovery mechanisms improve, and awareness and availability continue to 

increase, this figure will likely keep rising through 2019 and beyond. 

5 https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-
months 

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-months
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2018/04/19/smart-speaker-ownership-doubles-six-months
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Which smart speaker functions are we using? 

(Results from this survey mapped against YouGov survey results from one year earlier) 
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In Focus: Media Consumption 

How often are users accessing media content? 

We’ve seen that podcast and audio book consumption on smart speakers has more than 

tripled in the past year, however our data shows that just under half of users surveyed 

(47%) have never attempted to access this type of content, with only a very low number 

(5%) listening every day.  

 

Approximately a third of respondents listen to radio on their smart speakers every day 

however only 11% access news content daily, with a slightly higher number (19%) 

accessing weather information.  

 

It is clear that some work is needed to ensure that News, Weather and Entertainment 

apps/skills are appealing; easy to invoke and use; and well-advertised if they are to 

become a daily destination for smart speaker users. 

 

Entertainment: 
(Podcasts, Voice Dramas & Audio Books) 
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Radio: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  News: 
     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weather: 
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Smart Speaker Ownership & Access 
 

76% of the sample population have daily access to a smart speaker or other voice-

controlled device in their homes, with a further 16% having occasional access at work or 

through family or friends and only 7% having no direct access. 
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A bigger range of screen-based devices (smart displays) became available in 2018 with 

the launch of the Google Home Hub and the Facebook Portal to rival Amazon’s Echo 

Spot and Echo Show.  

 

Our data shows that there has been significant take up of smart displays with 27% of 

smart speaker owners in our sample population having invested in them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the higher cost, the onboard touchscreens offer an additional interaction mode and 

display visual elements to complement the audio as well as offering video calls between 

devices and the ability to watch streaming video content.  

 

Audio-only smart speakers are still the predominant device through which we are 

consuming content but there are indications that this trend may shift.  
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16% of smart speaker owners in our sample population already own both an audio-only 

smart speaker and a smart display and when the full sample population was asked about 

their future plans, 78% said they were in the market for a device and of the 80% who 

were certain about the type they would buy, there is an equal split between those who 

would opt for an audio-only version and those who would buy a smart display. 

78% of respondents will buy a smart speaker in the future, 
whether they already own one or not: 

So, if there is an equal split by type for new buyers, how does that lead us to predict 

that there will be an eventual predominance of smart displays? 
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Our data shows that people who already own a smart display are more likely to buy 

another screen-based device with only 26% of smart display owners planning to buy an 

audio-only version.  

In addition to this, people who already own an audio-only device are equally likely to buy 

another as they are to invest in a screen-based device; and people who already own both 

types are 20% more likely to add another screen-based device to their collection. 
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Survey Demographics 
 

This was a small-scale survey with a sample population of 330 people, who took part 

after reading about our Emotional Machines project in a blog post6 on the BBC Research 

and Development website.  

 

There was a slight predominance in male participation (56%) and although people from 

all over the UK took part, there was bias towards both the North West England and 

Greater London regions, this is likely due to the BBC having a major staff presence in 

these locations and a high number 

of BBC staff assumed to have taken 

part after reading the blog post.  

 

UK Nations & Regions  
Distribution:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   

6 https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-01-voice-interface-emotion 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-01-voice-interface-emotion
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Although the sample population includes all age ranges, the distribution is heavily 

skewed towards early middle age with more than a third of respondents aged between 35 

and 44 and relatively high participation in the adjacent age brackets (25 – 34 and 45 – 54) 

and a much lower but fairly even split between the older and younger age brackets. 

 

Age Range and Gender:          
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